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     OBJECTIVES:   To enable the students  

 This paper deals the time series on simple description methods of data, explains the 
variation, forecasting the future values, control procedures. 

 It gives an idea of using index numbers in a range of practical situations, limitations and 
uses 

 The vital statistics enlighten the students in obtaining different mortality, fertility rates 
thus obtaining the population growth rates and construction and use of life tables in 
actuarial science. 
 

    COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

After completion of this course, the students will know about 

1) time series data, its applications to various fields and components of time series, 
2) fitting and plotting of various growth curves such as modified exponential, Gompertz 

and logistic curve, 
3) fitting of trend by Moving Average method, 
4) measurement of Seasonal Indices by Ratio-to-Trend , Ratio-to-Moving Average 

and Link Relative methods, 
5) Applications to real data by means of laboratory assignments. 

Interpret and use a range of index numbers commonly used in the business sector 

COURSE: UNIT I: TIME SERIES: Time Series and its components with illustrations, 

additive, multiplicative models. Trend: Estimation of trend by free hand curve method, 

method of semi averages. Determination of trend by least squares (Linear trend, parabolic 

trend only), moving averages method.  

     UNIT II: SEASONAL COMPONENT: Determination of seasonal indices by simple averages 

method, ratio to moving average, Ratio to trend and Link relative methods, 

Depersonalization. 

     UNIT III :GROWTH CURVES: Modified exponential curve, Logistic curve and Grompertz 

curve, fitting of growth curves by the method of three selected points and partial sums. 

Detrending. Effect of elimination of trend on other components of the time series 

UNIT IV:INDEX NUMBERS: Concept, construction, problems involved in the construction of 

index numbers, uses and limitations. Simple and weighted index numbers. Laspayer’s, 

Paasche’s and Fisher’s index numbers, Criterion of a good index number, Fisher’s ideal 

index numbers.  Cost of living index number and wholesale price index number.  

     UNIT V:VITAL STATISTICS: Introduction, definition and uses of vital statistics, sources of       

vital statistics.Measures of different Mortality and Fertility rates, Measurement of population 

growth. Life tables: construction and uses of life tables. 
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